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The Rhetoric of Literary Communication Virginie Iché 2022-01-31 Building on the notion
of fiction as communicative act, this collection brings together an interdisciplinary range
of scholars to examine the evolving relationship between authors and readers in
fictional works from 18th-century English novels through to contemporary digital fiction.
The book showcases a diverse range of contributions from scholars in stylistics,
rhetoric, pragmatics, and literary studies to offer new ways of looking at the
"author–reader channel," drawing on work from Roger Sell, Jean-Jacques Lecercle,
and James Phelan. The volume traces the evolution of its form across historical
periods, genres, and media, from its origins in the conversational mode of direct
address in 18th-century English novels to the use of second-person narratives in the
20th century through to 21st-century digital fiction with its implicit requirement for reader
participation. The book engages in questions of how the author–reader channel is
shaped by different forms, and how this continues to evolve in emerging contemporary
genres and of shifting ethics of author and reader involvement. This book will be of
particular interest to students and scholars interested in the intersection of pragmatics,
stylistics, and literary studies.
Possible Worlds Theory and Contemporary Narratology Alice Bell 2019-01-01 The
notion of possible worlds has played a decisive role in postclassical narratology by
awakening interest in the nature of fictionality and in emphasizing the notion of world as
a source of aesthetic experience in narrative texts. As a theory concerned with the

opposition between the actual world that we belong to and possible worlds created by
the imagination, possible worlds theory has made significant contributions to
narratology. Possible Worlds Theory and Contemporary Narratology updates the field
of possible worlds theory and postclassical narratology by developing this theoretical
framework further and applying it to a range of contemporary literary narratives. This
volume systematically outlines the theoretical underpinnings of the possible worlds
approach, provides updated methods for analyzing fictional narrative, and profiles those
methods via the analysis of a range of different texts, including contemporary fiction,
digital fiction, video games, graphic novels, historical narratives, and dramatic texts.
Through the variety of its contributions, including those by three originators of the
subject area—Lubomír Doležel, Thomas Pavel, and Marie-Laure Ryan—Possible
Worlds Theory and Contemporary Narratology demonstrates the vitality and versatility
of one of the most vibrant strands of contemporary narrative theory.
The Routledge Companion to Media Studies and Digital Humanities Jentery Sayers
2018-05-01 Although media studies and digital humanities are established fields, their
overlaps have not been examined in depth. This comprehensive collection fills that gap,
giving readers a critical guide to understanding the array of methodologies and projects
operating at the intersections of media, culture, and practice. Topics include: access,
praxis, social justice, design, interaction, interfaces, mediation, materiality, remediation,

data, memory, making, programming, and hacking.
Empirical Multimodality Research Jana Pflaeging 2021-11-08 This volume advances
the data-based study of multimodal artefacts and performances by showcasing
methods and results from the latest endeavors in empirical multimodal research,
representing a vibrant international and interdisciplinary research community. The
collated chapters identify and seek to inspire novel, mixed-method approaches to
investigate meaning-making mechanisms in current communicative artifacts, designs,
and contexts; while attending to their immersive, aesthetic, and ideological dimensions.
Each contribution details innovative aspects of empirical multimodality research,
offering insights into challenges evolving from quantitative approaches, particular
corpus work, results from eye-tracking and psychological experiments, and analyses of
dynamic interactive experiences. The approaches and results presented foreground the
inherent multidisciplinary nature and implications of multimodality, renegotiating
concepts across linguistics, media studies, (social) semiotics, game studies, and
design. With this, the volume will inform both current and future developments in
theory, methods, and transdisciplinary contexts and become a landmark reference for
anyone interested in the empirical study of multimodality.
Digital Rhetoric and Global Literacies: Communication Modes and Digital Practices in
the Networked World Verhulsdonck, Gustav 2013-12-31 Understanding digital modes
and practices of traditional rhetoric are essential in emphasizing information and

interaction in human-to-human and human-computer contexts. These emerging
technologies are essential in gauging information processes across global contexts.
Digital Rhetoric and Global Literacies: Communication Modes and Digital Practices in
the Networked World compiles relevant theoretical frameworks, current practical
applications, and emerging practices of digital rhetoric. Highlighting the key principles
and understandings of the underlying modes, practices, and literacies of
communication, this book is a vital guide for professionals, scholars, researchers, and
educators interested in finding clarity and enrichment in the diverse perspectives of
digital rhetoric research.
Making Sense of Narrative Text Michael Toolan 2016-06-03 This book takes the
following question as its starting point: What are some of the crucial things the reader
must do in order to make sense of a literary narrative? The book is a study of the
texture of narrative fiction, using stylistics, corpus linguistic principles (especially Hoey’s
work on lexical patterning), narratological ideas, and cognitive stylistic work by Werth,
Emmott, and others. Michael Toolan explores the textual/grammatical nature of fictional
narratives, critically re-examining foundational ideas about the role of lexical patterning
in narrative texts, and also engages the cognitive or psychological processes at play in
literary reading. The study grows out of the theoretical questions that stylistic analyses
of extended fictional texts raise, concerning the nature of narrative comprehension and
the reader’s experience in the course of reading narratives, and particularly concerning

the role of language in that comprehension and experience. The ideas of situation,
repetition and picturing are all central to the book’s argument about how readers
process story, and Toolan also considers the ethical and emotional involvement of the
reader, developing hypotheses about the text-linguistic characteristics of the most
ethically and emotionally involving portions of the stories examined. This book makes
an important contribution to the study of narrative text and is in dialogue with recent
work in corpus stylistics, cognitive stylistics, and literary text and texture.
The Routledge Companion to Victorian Literature Dennis Denisoff 2019-11-15 The
Routledge Companion to Victorian Literature offers 45 chapters by leading international
scholars working with the most dynamic and influential political, cultural, and theoretical
issues addressing Victorian literature today. Scholars and students will find this
collection both useful and inspiring. Rigorously engaged with current scholarship that is
both historically sensitive and theoretically informed, the Routledge Companion places
the genres of the novel, poetry, and drama and issues of gender, social class, and race
in conversation with subjects like ecology, colonialism, the Gothic, digital humanities,
sexualities, disability, material culture, and animal studies. This guide is aimed at
scholars who want to know the most significant critical approaches in Victorian studies,
often written by the very scholars who helped found those fields. It addresses major
theoretical movements such as narrative theory, formalism, historicism, and economic
theory, as well as Victorian models of subjects such as anthropology, cognitive science,

and religion. With its lists of key works, rich cross-referencing, extensive bibliographies,
and explications of scholarly trajectories, the book is a crucial resource for graduate
students and advanced undergraduates, while offering invaluable support to more
seasoned scholars.
Ulysses and the Poetics of Cognition Patrick Colm Hogan 2013-09-05 Given Ulysses’
perhaps unparalleled attention to the operations of the human mind, it is unsurprising
that critics have explored the work’s psychology. Nonetheless, there has been very little
research that draws on recent cognitive science to examine thought and emotion in this
novel. Hogan sets out to expand our understanding of Ulysses, as well as our
theoretical comprehension of narrative—and even our views of human cognition. He
revises the main narratological accounts of the novel, clarifying the complex nature of
narration and style. He extends his cognitive study to encompass the anti-colonial and
gender concerns that are so obviously important to Joyce’s work. Finally, through a
combination of broad overviews and detailed textual analyses, Hogan seeks to make
this notoriously difficult book more accessible to non-specialists.
The Composition of Video Games Johansen Quijano 2019-09-27 Video games are a
complex, compelling medium in which established art forms intersect with technology to
create an interactive text. Visual arts, architectural design, music, narrative and rules of
play all find a place within, and are constrained by, computer systems whose purpose
is to create an immersive player experience. In the relatively short life of video game

studies, many authors have approached the question of how games function, some
focusing on technical aspects of game design, others on rules of play. Taking a holistic
view, this study explores how ludology, narratology, visual rhetoric, musical theory and
player psychology work (or don't work) together to create a cohesive experience and to
provide a unified framework for understanding video games.
The Digital Literary Sphere Simone Murray 2018-09-10 Drawing on approaches from
literary studies, media and cultural studies, book history, cultural policy, and the digital
humanities, this book asks: What is the significance of authors communicating directly
to readers via social media? How does digital media reframe the "live" author-reader
encounter? And does the growing army of reader-reviewers signal an overdue
democratizing of literary culture or the atomizing of cultural authority? In exploring these
questions, The Digital Literary Sphere takes stock of epochal changes in the book
industry while probing books’ and digital media’s complex contemporary coexistence.
Similes, Puns and Counterfactuals in Literary Narrative Jennifer Riddle Harding 201704-21 In this study, Jennifer Riddle Harding presents a cognitive analysis of three
figures of speech that have readily identifiable forms: similes, puns, and
counterfactuals. Harding argues that when deployed in literary narrative, these forms
have narrative functions—such as the depiction of conscious experiences, allegorical
meanings, and alternative plots—uniquely developed by these more visible figures of
speech. Metaphors, by contrast, are often "invisible" in the formal structure of a text.

With a solid cognitive grounding, Harding’s approach emphasizes the relationship
between figurative forms and narrative effects. Harding demonstrates the literary
functions of previously neglected figures of speech, and the potential for a unified
approach to a topic that crosses cognitive disciplines. Her work has implications for the
rhetorical approach to figures of speech, for cognitive disciplines, and for the studies of
literature, rhetoric, and narrative.
Stories, Meaning, and Experience Yanna B. Popova 2015-06-26 This is a book about
the human propensity to think about and experience the world through stories. ‘Why do
we have stories?’, ‘How do stories create meaning for us?’, and ‘How is storytelling
distinct from other forms of meaning-making?’ are some of the questions that this book
seeks to answer. Although these and other related problems have preoccupied
linguists, philosophers, sociologists, narratologists, and cognitive scientists for
centuries, in Stories, Meaning, and Experience, Yanna Popova takes an original
interdisciplinary approach, situating the study of stories within an enactive
understanding of human cognition. Enactive approaches to consciousness and
cognition foreground the role of interaction in explanations of social understanding,
which includes the human practices of telling and reading stories. Such an
understanding of narrative makes a decisive break with both text-centred approaches
that have dominated structuralist and early cognitivist views of narrative meaning, as
well as pragmatic ones that view narrative understanding as a form of linguistic

implicature. The intersubjective experience that each narrative both affords and
necessitates, the author argues, serves to highlight the active, yet cooperative and
communal, nature of human sociality, expressed in the numerous forms of human
interaction, of which storytelling is one.
The Routledge Handbook of Language and Science David R. Gruber 2019-11-28 The
Routledge Handbook of Language and Science provides a state-of-the-art volume on
the language of scientific processes and communications. This book offers
comprehensive coverage of socio-cultural approaches to science, as well as analysing
new theoretical developments and incorporating discussions about future directions
within the field. Featuring original contributions from an international range of renowned
scholars, as well as academics at the forefront of innovative research, this handbook:
identifies common objects of inquiry across the areas of rhetoric, sociolinguistics,
communication studies, science and technology studies, and public understanding of
science; covers the four key themes of power, pedagogy, public engagement, and
materiality in relation to the study of scientific language and its development; uses
qualitative and quantitative approaches to demonstrate how humanities and social
science scholars can go about studying science; details the meaning and purpose of
socio-cultural approaches to science, including the impact of new media technologies;
analyses the history of the field and how it positions itself in relation to other areas of
study. Ushering the study of language and science toward a more interdisciplinary,

diverse, communal and ecological future, The Routledge Handbook of Language and
Science is an essential reference for anyone with an interest in this area.
Doing Digital Humanities Constance Crompton 2016-09-13 Digital Humanities is rapidly
evolving as a significant approach to/method of teaching, learning and research across
the humanities. This is a first-stop book for people interested in getting to grips with
digital humanities whether as a student or a professor. The book offers a practical
guide to the area as well as offering reflection on the main objectives and processes,
including: Accessible introductions of the basics of Digital Humanities through to more
complex ideas A wide range of topics from feminist Digital Humanities, digital journal
publishing, gaming, text encoding, project management and pedagogy Contextualised
case studies Resources for starting Digital Humanities such as links, training materials
and exercises Doing Digital Humanities looks at the practicalities of how digital
research and creation can enhance both learning and research and offers an
approachable way into this complex, yet essential topic.
The Bloomsbury Handbook of Electronic Literature Joseph Tabbi 2017-11-30 A
CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title 2018 The digital age has had a profound impact
on literary culture, with new technologies opening up opportunities for new forms of
literary art from hyperfiction to multi-media poetry and narrative-driven games. Bringing
together leading scholars and artists from across the world, The Bloomsbury Handbook
of Electronic Literature is the first authoritative reference handbook to the field.

Crossing disciplinary boundaries, this book explores the foundational theories of the
field, contemporary artistic practices, debates and controversies surrounding such key
concepts as canonicity, world systems, narrative and the digital humanities, and
historical developments and new media contexts of contemporary electronic literature.
Including guides to major publications in the field, The Bloomsbury Handbook of
Electronic Literature is an essential resource for scholars of contemporary culture in the
digital era.
Writing Changes: Alphabetic Text and Multimodal Composition Pegeen Reichert Powell
2020-04-01 Writing Changes moves beyond restrictive thinking about composition to
examine writing as a material and social practice rich with contradictions. It analyzes
the assumed dichotomy between writing and multimodal composition (which
incorporates sounds, images, and gestures) as well as the truism that all texts are
multimodal. Organized in four sections, the essays explore alphabetic text and
multimodal composition in writing studies specific pedagogies that place writing in
productive conversation with multimodal forms current representations of writing and
multimodality in textbooks, of instructors’ attitudes toward social media, and of writing
programs ideas about writing studies as a discipline in the light of new communication
practices Bookending the essays are an introduction that frames the collection and
establishes key terms and concepts and an epilogue that both sums up and

complicates the ideas in the essays.
An Underground History of Early Victorian Fiction Gregory Vargo 2017-12-07 Explores
the journalism and fiction appearing in the early Victorian working-class periodical press
and its influence on mainstream literature.
Analyzing Digital Fiction Alice Bell 2013-12-17 Written for and read on a computer
screen, digital fiction pursues its verbal, discursive and conceptual complexity through
the digital medium. It is fiction whose structure, form and meaning are dictated by the
digital context in which it is produced and requires analytical approaches that are
sensitive to its status as a digital artifact. Analyzing Digital Fiction offers a collection of
pioneering analyses based on replicable methodological frameworks. Chapters include
analyses of hypertext fiction, Flash fiction, Twitter fiction and videogames with
approaches taken from narratology, stylistics, semiotics and ludology. Essays propose
ways in which digital environments can expand, challenge and test the limits of literary
theories which have, until recently, predominantly been based on models and analyses
of print texts.
The Routledge Handbook of Stylistics Michael Burke 2017-11-27 The Routledge
Handbook of Stylistics provides a comprehensive introduction and reference point to
key areas in the field of stylistics. The four sections of the volume encompass a wide
range of approaches from classical rhetoric to cognitive neuroscience and cover core
issues that include: historical perspectives centring on rhetoric, formalism and

functionalism the elements of stylistic analysis that include the linguistic levels of
foregrounding, relevance theory, conversation analysis, narrative, metaphor, speech
acts, speech and thought presentation and point of view current areas of ‘hot topic’
research, such as cognitive poetics, corpus stylistics and feminist/critical stylistics
emerging and future trends including the stylistics of multimodality, creative writing,
hypertext fiction and neuroscience Each of the thirty-two chapters provides: an
introduction to the subject; an overview of the history of the topic; an analysis of the
main current and critical issues; a section with recommendations for practice, and a
discussion of possible future trajectory of the subject. This handbook includes chapters
written by some of the leading stylistics scholars in the world today, including Jean
Boase-Beier, Joe Bray, Michael Burke, Beatrix Busse, Ronald Carter, Billy Clark,
Barbara Dancygier, Catherine Emmott, Charles Forceville, Margaret Freeman,
Christiana Gregoriou, Geoff Hall, Patrick Colm Hogan, Lesley Jeffries, Marina Lambrou,
Michaela Mahlberg, Rocio Montoro, Nina Nørgaard, Dan Shen, Michael Toolan and
Sonia Zyngier. The Routledge Handbook of Stylistics is essential reading for
researchers, postgraduates and undergraduate students working in this area.
The Rhetoric and Pragmatics of Literary Communication from Classical English Novels
to Contemporary Print and Digital Fiction Virginie Iché 2022 "Building on the notion of
fiction as communicative act, this collection brings together an interdisciplinary range of
scholars to examine the evolving relationship between authors and readers in fictional

works from 18th century English novels through to contemporary digital fiction"-Mixed Media in Contemporary American Literature Joelle Mann 2021-06-28 Mixed
Media in Contemporary American Literature: Voices Gone Viral investigates the
formation and formulation of the contemporary novel through a historical analysis of
voice studies and media studies. After situating research through voices of nineteenthand twentieth-century American literature, this book examines the expressions of a
multi-media vocality, examining the interactions among cultural polemics, aesthetic
forms, and changing media in the twenty-first century. The novel studies shown here
trace the ways in which the viral aesthetics of the contemporary novel move language
out of context, recontextualizing human testimony by galvanizing mixed media forms
that shape contemporary literature in our age of networks. Through readings of
American authors such as Claudia Rankine, David Foster Wallace, Jennifer Egan,
Junot Díaz, Michael Chabon, Joseph O’Neill, Michael Cunningham, and Colum
McCann, the book considers how voice acts as a site where identities combine,
conform, and are questioned relationally. By listening to and tracing the spoken and
unspoken voices of the novel, the author identifies a politics of listening and speaking in
our mediated, informational society.
A Prosody of Free Verse Richard Andrews 2016-07-15 There is to date no
comprehensive account of the rhythms of free verse. The main purpose of A Prosody of
Free Verse: explorations in rhythm is to fill that gap and begin to provide a systematic

approach to describing and analyzing free verse rhythms. Most studies have declared
the attempt to write such a prosody as impossible: they prefer to see free verse as an
aberrant version of regular metrical verse. They also believe that behind free verse is
the ‘ghost of metre’. Running against that current, A Prosody of Free Verse bases its
new system on additive rhythms that do not fit conventional time signatures. Inspiration
is taken from jazz, contemporary music and dance, not only in their systems of notation
but in performance. The book argues that twentieth and twenty-first century rhythms in
poetry as based on the line rather than the metrical foot as the unit of rhythm , and that
larger rhythmic structures fall into verse paragraphs rather than stanzas.
From Conversation to Oral Tradition Raymond F Person 2015-11-19 This book argues
that many of the most prominent features of oral epic poetry in a number of traditions
can best be understood as adaptations or stylizations of conversational language use,
and advances the claim that if we can understand how conversation is structured, it will
aid our understanding of oral traditions. In this study that carefully compares the
"special grammar" of oral traditions to the "grammar" of everyday conversation as
understood in the field of conversation analysis, Raymond Person demonstrates that
traditional phraseology, including formulaic language, is an adaptation of practices in
turn construction in conversation, such as sound-selection of words and prosody, and
that thematic structures are adaptations of sequence organization in talk-in-interaction.
From this he concludes that the "special grammar" of oral traditions can be understood

as an example of institutional talk that exaggerates certain conversational practices for
aesthetic purposes and that draws from cognitive resources found in everyday
conversation. Person’s research will be of interest to conversation analysts as well as
literary scholars, especially those interested in ancient and medieval literature, the
comparative study of oral traditions and folklore, and linguistic approaches to literature.
This volume lays the groundwork for further interdisciplinary work bridging the fields of
literature and linguistics.
Miscommunications Timothy Barker 2021-01-14 What happens when communication
breaks down? Is it the condition for mistakes and errors that is characteristic of digital
culture? And if mistakes and errors have a certain power, what stands behind it? To
address these questions, this collection assembles a range of cutting-edge
philosophical, socio-political, art historical and media theoretical inquiries that address
contemporary culture as a terrain of miscommunication. If the period since the industrial
revolution can be thought of as marked by the realisation of the possibilities for global
communication, in terms of the telephone, telegraph, television, and finally the internet,
Miscommunications shows that to think about the contemporary historical moment, a
new history and theory of these devices needs to be written, one which illustrates the
emergence of the current cultures of miscommunication and the powers of the false.
The essays in the book chart the new conditions for discourse in the 21st century and
collectively show how studies of communication can be refigured when we focus on the

capacity for errors, accidents, mistakes, malfunctions and both intentional and nonintentional miscommunications.
Style and Rhetoric of Short Narrative Fiction Dan Shen 2013-11-12 In many fictional
narratives, the progression of the plot exists in tension with a very different and
powerful dynamic that runs, at a hidden and deeper level, throughout the text. In this
volume, Dan Shen systematically investigates how stylistic analysis is indispensable for
uncovering this covert progression through rhetorical narrative criticism. The book
brings to light the covert progressions in works by the American writers Edgar Allan
Poe, Stephan Crane and Kate Chopin and British writer Katherine Mansfield.
A Prosody of Free Verse Richard Andrews 2016-07-15 There is to date no
comprehensive account of the rhythms of free verse. The main purpose of A Prosody of
Free Verse: explorations in rhythm is to fill that gap and begin to provide a systematic
approach to describing and analyzing free verse rhythms. Most studies have declared
the attempt to write such a prosody as impossible: they prefer to see free verse as an
aberrant version of regular metrical verse. They also believe that behind free verse is
the ‘ghost of metre’. Running against that current, A Prosody of Free Verse bases its
new system on additive rhythms that do not fit conventional time signatures. Inspiration
is taken from jazz, contemporary music and dance, not only in their systems of notation
but in performance. The book argues that twentieth and twenty-first century rhythms in
poetry as based on the line rather than the metrical foot as the unit of rhythm , and that

larger rhythmic structures fall into verse paragraphs rather than stanzas.
Hate Speech and Polarization in Participatory Society Marta Pérez-Escolar 2021-09-30
This timely volume offers a comprehensive and rigorous overview of the role of
communication in the construction of hate speech and polarization in the online and
offline arena. Delving into the meanings, implications, contexts and effects of extreme
speech and gated communities in the media landscape, the chapters analyse
misleading metaphors and rhetoric via focused case studies to understand how we can
overcome the risks and threats stemming from the past decade’s defining
communicative phenomena. The book brings together an international team of experts,
enabling a broad, multidisciplinary approach that examines hate speech, dislike,
polarization and enclave deliberation as cross axes that influence offline and digital
conversations. The diverse case studies herein offer insights into international news
media, television drama and social media in a range of contexts, suggesting an
academic frame of reference for examining this emerging phenomenon within the field
of communication studies. Offering thoughtful and much-needed analysis, this
collection will be of great interest to scholars and students working in communication
studies, media studies, journalism, sociology, political science, political communication
and cultural industries.
Introduction to Digital Humanities Kathryn C. Wymer 2021-04-07 Introduction to Digital
Humanities is designed for researchers, teachers, and learners in humanities subject

areas who wish to align their work with the field of digital humanities. Many institutions
are encouraging digital approaches to the humanities, and this book offers guidance for
students and scholars wishing to make that move by reflecting on why and when digital
humanities tools might usefully be applied to engage in the kind of inquiry that is the
basis for study in humanities disciplines. In other words, this book puts the "humanities"
before the "digital" and offers the reader a conceptual framework for how digital
projects can advance research and study in the humanities. Both established and early
career humanities scholars who wish to embrace digital possibilities in their research
and teaching will find insights on current approaches to the digital humanities, as well
as helpful studies of successful projects.
Metadiscourse in Digital Communication Larissa D’Angelo
Everyday Women's and Gender Studies Ann Braithwaite 2016-08-11 Everyday
Women’s and Gender Studies is a text-reader that offers instructors a new way to
approach an introductory course on women’s and gender studies. This book highlights
major concepts that organize the diverse work in this field: Knowledges, Identities,
Equalities, Bodies, Places, and Representations. Its focus on "the everyday" speaks to
the importance this book places on students understanding the taken-for granted
circumstances of their daily lives. Precisely because it is not the same for everyone, the
everyday becomes the ideal location for cultivating students’ intellectual capacities as
well as their political investigations and interventions. In addition to exploring each

concept in detail, each chapter includes up to five short recently published readings that
illuminate an aspect of that concept. Everyday Women’s and Gender Studies explores
the idea that "People are different, and the world isn’t fair," and engages students in the
inevitably complicated follow-up question, "Now that we know, how shall we live?"
A Multimodal Approach to Video Games and the Player Experience Weimin Toh 201810-25 This volume puts forth an original theoretical framework, the ludonarrative model,
for studying video games which foregrounds the empirical study of the player
experience. The book provides a comprehensive introduction to and description of the
model, which draws on theoretical frameworks from multimodal discourse analysis,
game studies, and social semiotics, and its development out of participant observation
and qualitative interviews from the empirical study of a group of players. The volume
then applies this approach to shed light on how players’ experiences in a game
influence how they understand and make use of game components in order to progress
its narrative. The book concludes with a frame by frame analysis of a popular game to
demonstrate the model’s principles in action and its subsequent broader applicability to
analyzing video game interaction and design. Offering a new way forward for video
game research, this volume is key reading for students and scholars in multimodality,
discourse analysis, game studies, interactive storytelling, and new media.
Analyzing Digital Fiction Alice Bell 2013-12-17 Written for and read on a computer
screen, digital fiction pursues its verbal, discursive and conceptual complexity through

the digital medium. It is fiction whose structure, form and meaning are dictated by the
digital context in which it is produced and requires analytical approaches that are
sensitive to its status as a digital artifact. Analyzing Digital Fiction offers a collection of
pioneering analyses based on replicable methodological frameworks. Chapters include
analyses of hypertext fiction, Flash fiction, Twitter fiction and videogames with
approaches taken from narratology, stylistics, semiotics and ludology. Essays propose
ways in which digital environments can expand, challenge and test the limits of literary
theories which have, until recently, predominantly been based on models and analyses
of print texts.
The Routledge Handbook of Language and Creativity Rodney H. Jones 2015-09-08
The Routledge Handbook of Language and Creativity provides an introduction to and
survey of a wide range of perspectives on the relationship between language and
creativity. Defining this complex and multifaceted field, this book introduces a
conceptual framework through which the various definitions of language and creativity
can be explored. Divided into four parts, it covers: different aspects of language and
creativity, including dialogue, metaphor and humour literary creativity, including
narrative and poetry multimodal and multimedia creativity, in areas such as music,
graffiti and the internet creativity in language teaching and learning. With over 30
chapters written by a group of leading academics from around the world, The
Routledge Handbook of Language and Creativity will serve as an important reference

for students and scholars in the fields of English language studies, applied linguistics,
education, and communication studies.
Stylistic Approaches to Pop Culture Christoph Schubert 2022-08-10 This collection
showcases the unique potential of stylistic approaches for better understanding the
multifaceted nature of pop culture discourse. As its point of departure, the book takes
the notion of pop culture as a phenomenon characterized by the interaction of linguistic
signs with other modes such as imagery and music to examine a diverse range of
genres through the lens of stylistics. Each section is grouped around thematic lines,
looking at literary fiction, telecinematic discourse, music and lyrics, as well as cartoons
and video games. The 12 chapters analyze different forms of media through five central
strands of stylistics, from sociolinguistic, pragmatic, cognitive, multimodal, to corpusbased approaches. In drawing on these various stylistic frameworks and applying them
across genres and modes, the contributions offer readers deeper insights into the role
of scripted and performed language in social representation and identity construction,
thereby highlighting the affordances of stylistics research in studying pop cultural texts.
This volume is of particular interest to students and researchers in stylistics, linguistics,
literary studies, media studies, and cultural studies.
Digital Literary Studies David L. Hoover 2014-02-05 Digital Literary Studies presents a
broad and varied picture of the promise and potential of methods and approaches that
are crucially dependent upon the digital nature of the literary texts it studies and the

texts and collections of texts with which they are compared. It focuses on style, diction,
characterization, and interpretation of single works and across larger groups of texts,
using both huge natural language corpora and smaller, more specialized collections of
texts created for specific tasks, and applies statistical techniques used in the narrower
confines of authorship attribution to broader stylistic questions. It addresses important
issues in each of the three major literary genres, and intentionally applies different
techniques and concepts to poetry, prose, and drama. It aims to present a provocative
and suggestive sample intended to encourage the application of these and other
methods to literary studies. Hoover, Culpeper, and O’Halloran push the methods,
techniques, and concepts in new directions, apply them to new groups of texts or to
new questions, modify their nature or method of application, and combine them in
innovative ways.
Pragmatics of Fiction Miriam A. Locher 2017-04-10 Pragmatics of Fiction provides
systematic orientation in the emerging field of studying pragmatics with/in fictional data.
It provides an authoritative and accessible overview of this versatile new field in its
methodological and theoretical richness. Giving center stage to fictional language
allows scholars to review key concepts in sociolinguistics such as genre, style, voice,
stance, dialogue, participation structure or features of orality and literariness. The
contributors explore language as one of the creative tools to craft story worlds and
characters by drawing on concepts such as regional, social and ethnic language

variation, as well as multilingualism. Themes such as emotion, taboo language or
impoliteness in fiction receive attention just as the challenges of translation and
dubbing, the creation of past and future languages, the impact of fictional language on
language change or the fuzzy boundaries of narratives. Each contribution, written by a
leading specialist, gives a succinct, representative and up-to-date overview of research
questions, theories, methods and recent developments in the field.
Kafka’s Cognitive Realism Emily Troscianko 2014-02-03 This book uses insights from
the cognitive sciences to illuminate Kafka’s poetics, exemplifying a paradigm for literary
studies in which cognitive-scientific insights are brought to bear directly on literary texts.
The volume shows that the concept of "cognitive realism" can be a critically productive
framework for exploring how textual evocations of cognition correspond to or diverge
from cognitive realities, and how this may affect real readers. In particular, it argues that
Kafka’s evocations of visual perception (including narrative perspective) and emotion
can be understood as fundamentally enactive, and that in this sense they are
"cognitively realistic". These cognitively realistic qualities are likely to establish a
compellingly direct connection with the reader’s imagination, but because they
contradict folk-psychological assumptions about how our minds work, they may also
leave the reader unsettled. This is the first time a fully interdisciplinary research
paradigm has been used to explore a single author’s fictional works in depth, opening

up avenues for future research in cognitive literary science.
Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory David HERMAN 2010-06-10 The past
several decades have seen an explosion of interest in narrative, with this multifaceted
object of inquiry becoming a central concern in a wide range of disciplinary fields and
research contexts. As accounts of what happened to particular people in particular
circumstances and with specific consequences, stories have come to be viewed as a
basic human strategy for coming to terms with time, process, and change. However,
the very predominance of narrative as a focus of interest across multiple disciplines
makes it imperative for scholars, teachers, and students to have access to a
comprehensive reference resource.
The Routledge Companion to Remix Studies Eduardo Navas 2014-11-27 The
Routledge Companion to Remix Studies comprises contemporary texts by key authors
and artists who are active in the emerging field of remix studies. As an organic
international movement, remix culture originated in the popular music culture of the
1970s, and has since grown into a rich cultural activity encompassing numerous forms
of media. The act of recombining pre-existing material brings up pressing questions of
authenticity, reception, authorship, copyright, and the techno-politics of media activism.
This book approaches remix studies from various angles, including sections on history,
aesthetics, ethics, politics, and practice, and presents theoretical chapters alongside
case studies of remix projects. The Routledge Companion to Remix Studies is a

valuable resource for both researchers and remix practitioners, as well as a teaching
tool for instructors using remix practices in the classroom.
Fictions of the Black Atlantic in American Foundational Literature Gesa Mackenthun
2004 This book applies critical concepts developed within postcolonial theory to
American texts written between the national emergence of the United States and the
Civil War.
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